
Chapter 11 

EDUCATION IN INDIA 

Indian society has, from ancient times, always appreciated the value of 

education, and has accorded it much value even in most adverse socio-economic 

conditions.^^^ 

The educational traditions of ancient India were rich, diverse and sustained 

over centuries. Even from pre-history to 1,000 B.C. the family was the primary 

agency for inculcating 'Self-Culture": and improvement through one's own life.^^' 

From the time immemorial, India has been a land of schools, of literature and of 

philosophy, inseparably associated with the religious which dominated its people 

before the advent of the English, and have profoundly affected the course and 

progress of education under their auspices.^^^ The Brahman authorities like 

Sutras and the Code of Manu had no reference to any form of literary education 

outside of the Brahmanical Schools.^'*' 

The hymns of the Rig - Veda referred alike to teachers and the taught.^^^ 

The patshala gurus were far from qualifications and they normally taught what 

they knew the best.̂ ^^ The Guru taught as it was a religious duty but the 

teaching was confined to upper castes only.^^^ Forptiestlyclass, education was 

essential for reading and understanding the scriptures^®^ and others were denied 

educational facilities. The patshalas existed in all larger villages as well as in the 

towns.^^' The general features of this elementary education were very much the 

same throughout, though there were certain differences in them/^°^ 

Most of the patshalas were held in temple premises, in religious 

institutions, on the verandahs, in the huts or even in cowsheds or under the 

shade of trees.^^^' The pupils were taught to write on the sand or powdery 
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dust/^^^ They generally lived with their gurus and identified with them 

psychologically and philosophically. In other words Indigeneous Gurukula 

system exlsted/^^^ 

This traditional educational system did not attempt to inculcate the habit 

of scientific and critical thinking and the spirit of inquiry among the students. 

The curriculum covered mostly traditional studies.^ '̂̂ ^ The education imparted 

was very elementary and it consisted large ly in learning by rote memory.^^^' 

The Patshalas did not have any fixed class time table or school calendar. 

Pupils could join the patshala any time during the year. There was no annual 

examination, and pupils were promoted to a higher stage whenever the Guru 

was satisfied with the scholars' attainments. The use of slate was unknown and 

no register of attendance was maintained. There were no desks, benches or 

black boards and no fixed seating arrangements for scholars. Those pupils, who 

could afford, usually brought a small mat or gunny bag to sit on. The Guru 

would generally be seated on a wooden stool in the centre of the school, giving 

a commanding view of all pupils.^^^^ 

The patshalas also put much stress on letter writing and pupils taught the 

various modes of addressing different persons, composing business letters, 

petitions, grants, leases, acceptances and notes of hand at higher stage of 

learning. As can be seen, the curriculum in the patshalas was extremely 

practical and geared to the day-to-day need of the society.^^^^ 

There were no printed books, not even manuscripts.^^^^ Education 

consisted of 3 Rs. namely reading, writing and arithmetic.^^^^ The pay of the 

Guru was very meagre, usually was given in the form of gifts by the pupils or 

parents.^^°^ 
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Discipline was strictly enforced in the patshalas/^^^ The parents welcomed 

harsh punishments on the ignorant belief that no learing was possible without 

fear and no fear was greater than the fear of the rod. ̂ ^̂ ^ 

Inspite of many drawbacks, disadvantages and difficulties, there was a 

general demand for education in India/^^^ However, the patshalas served the 

needs of the time.'^'*^ 

INTRODUCTION OF WESTERN EDUCATION IN INDIA 

The Western education in India was partially founded upon the Gurukula 

system which existed in the country before the consolidation of the British 

power.^^^' The East India Company found four methods of education at work in 

India, the instruction given by the Brahmins, the tols or seats of Sanskrit 

learning, the maktabs and madrissas or schools and colleges of Mahommadans 

and a large number of village schools/^^' 

The first school in the Madras Presidency was started in 1673 at Fort St. 

George for the education of the children of the employees of the East India 

Company. Later on 1715 another school, St. Mary's Charity school was started 

in Madras for 30 protestant children and in 1717 another Anglo - Vernacular 

school was started in Cuddalore for Indian Christians ( native children ). These 

were the first schools in which the Company took some direct interest.^^''^ 

This was the beginning of the system of Anglo - Vernacular education for 

the children of its employees and christians under the patronage of the 

Company and the missionaries in the Presidency/^^^ 
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NEED OF ENGUSH EDUCATION 

By the time the English East India Company began its rule, Indian 

assistance was needed in carrying on not only trade but also government/^^^ 

East India Company with its settlement had the duty or right to start schools for 

the children of the employees/^°^ The Indians, to deal with foreigners in trade, 

felt attracted to join in their administration. Necessity arose for them to learn 

English. As a result, the demand for the new learning came from leading Hindus 

at Benaras, Bombay and Madras.^^^' In order to encourage learned Indians to 

improve the literature and knowledge of science, '•^^^ the Portuguese at Goa and 

the French at Pondicherry started schools.^^^^ 

EXPANSION OF PRIMARY EDUCATION 

Prior to the CharterAct of 1813, the English East India Company had left 

education only in the hands of missionaries and philanthropists. It was only due 

to the prolonged efforts of Charles Grant, Wilberforce and others that the 

Company through the Charter Act of 1813 proposed, 

a) To accept its responsibility for education of the Indians, 

b) To incur an expenditure of rupees one lakh on this account, 

c) To admit missionaries into its dominions for disseminating western 

education. This was the beginning of the western education in India under 

the Company's rule.̂ "̂*̂  

Every 10 years the Charter of the East India Company had to be renewed 

by the Government in London and when this was done, efforts were made to 

introduce reforms in administration. In 1793 an attempt was made to insert a 

clause in the Charter which would make it the duty of the Company to concern 
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itself with education/^^' It is perhaps not surprising that they were unsuccessful 

even in Britain in those days it had not come to be recognised that it was duty of 

a Government to promote education/^^^ 

After a few years, Charles Grant, one of the Directors of the Company, 

submitted a memorandum, in which he lamented the low moral condition of the 

people of India. He asked the Company to improve their condition by imparting 

to them a knowledge of English language which was to serve as "a key which will 

open to them a world of new Ideas".^^''^ 

In 1813, however, the clause, relating to education was accepted and 

provision was made for it by setting aside from the revenue of the company Rs. 

1,00,000 each year. The same Charter provided that money should be spent on 

publishing books in the local languages.^^^^ 

The committee also spent of its funds on the publication of oriental books, 

but there was very little demand for these. On the other hand, the School Book 

Society, a private venture, was selling large number of books in English and was 

making a profit from this activity.^^^^ 

The committee of Public Instruction which was responsible for the 

allocation of the funds set aside for education and for the formation of a policy, 

had now to face an important problem. The committee, which had ten members, 

seems to have been equally divided in opinion that the Government should 

continue to encourage schools and colleges on oriental lines or western education 

should be given the preference.^'*°^ 

Sir Thomas Munro, the Governor of Madras Presidency began to pay 

attention to the subject in 1822. He was the real pioneer in the educational 
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movement in South India. In February 1822, he instituted an inquiry into the 

state of indigenous education. This was the first educational survey conducted 

on systematic lines in all districts of Madras Presidency. The survey reveals that 

out of every 67 in the population only one was receiving education. Thus the per 

centage of the educational system was very low. The statistics show the 

standard of education in Vizagapatam District. 

S.No 

1. 

District 

Vizaga-
Patam 

Population 

7,72,570 

Total No. 
of schools 

914 

Total No. 
of schools 

9,715 

Hindu 
scholars 

9,315 (M) 
303 (W) 

Muslim 
scholars 

97(41) 

In 1826 Sir Thomas Munro appointed a Board of Public Instruction to 

organise a system of Public Instruction with authority to establish two principal 

schools in each collectorate and an inferior school in each taluk. 14 collectorate 

schools and 81 taluk schools were set up accordingly, together with a central 

school at the Madras Presidency, but the scheme provided a failure and all the 

schools established in the province were abolished. In 1836 the Board of Public 

Instruction was superseded by a new board called the "Committee for Native 

Education" which was instructed to organise a normal school for training teachers 

for eventual establishment of English Schools in different parts of the country. '̂̂ ^^ 

Macaulay was the man primarily instrumental in the laying of the first 

milestone of the higher education.^'*^^ He gave his whole - hearted support in 

favour of western education.^'^^ He wanted to raise a class of persons qualified 

for higher employment in the civil administration who would be interpreters 

between the Ruler and the Ruled, who would be Indians in blood and colour, in 

morale and in intellect.^"^^^ His views were eventually accepted.̂ '*®^ He said that 
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the dialects commonly spoken among the natives of this part of India did not 

contain any literary or scientific information. It would not be easy to translate 

any valuable work into them. For higher studies, therefore, some language, not 

vernacular must be found and that should be, not Arabic or Sanskrit but English. 

'̂̂ ^̂  On February T'^, 1835, he wrote a minute which was endorsed on March 7'^, 

1835 by the Governor, Lord William Bentinck.^'^' This was the first declaration of 

the British Government in the sphere of education in India. It eventually 

determined the aim, content and the medium of Instruction in India. The 

promotion of western sciences and arts were acknowledged as the avowed 

object. ̂ ''̂ ^ 

The result of this action was that in future the teaching in high schools and 

colleges would be in English and this momentous decision has had its effect on 

educational policy in India right down to the present time. Today opinions still 

differ as they did then as to whether this was a step in the right direction. Its 

consequences have been far—reaching. So far as the educated classes were 

concerned, it gave them a language in which those from all over India could 

converse and this way it helped towards the unification of India.^^°' 

The movement for English education was further strengthened by the 

resolution of Lord Hardinge in 1844 which declared that in the selection of 

candidates for public employment preference would generally be given to those 

educated in the institutions thus established. At the same time in 1844, Lord 

Hardinge also sanctioned the formation of village schools in the several districts 

of Bengal to provide useful elementary instruction in the vernacular language. ^̂ '̂ 

The general curriculum of the Hardinge schools consisted oftvemacular 

reading, writing, arithmetics, geography and history of India and Bengal. At the 

lowest stage, children were to read and write the alphabets, the compound 
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1 

1 

letters and numbers which were to be written on the boards in large characters 1 
and hung up against the walls of school rooms. Next, they were to be taught 1 
correct sounds of letters, to write correctly from dectation and then be I 
introduced to books. At the end of each "Oral Lesson" the pupils would copy 1 

several words from the book many times over and care would be taken to 

prevent pupils from memorising lessons without spelling words. At the senior 

stage, pupils would be taught composition, letter writing, history, geography, 

excercises in arithmetic and spelling.<52
) 

In the Hardinge Schools, the emphasis was clearly on the acquisition of 

learning through reading and writing the mother - tongue correctly as against 

the patshala system which was more oriented towards the acquisition of practical 

skills. The Hardinge schools were also based on the use of printed books and 

involved a different method of teaching than in the patshalas. Class rooms, 

black boards and attendance registers were essential features of the Hardinge 

schools which were relatively unknown in the patshalas.l53l 

The Hardinge schools were successful for a variety of reasons. Unhealthy 

location, poor superintendence, competi tlon from the free missionary schools 

and popular attachment to the cheap traditional patshalas were some of the 

Factors that contributed to the failure of the Government vernacular schools. (S4J 

The policy of promoting the education of the "Upper" classes continued. 

Even the Hardinge Schools, despite being set up In the villages to promote 

vernacular education, were In reality intended mainly for the "Upper" and 

"Middle" classes.'''! It was not the intention of Lord.Hardinge to provide for the 

masses through his vernacular schools. Rather he wanted these schools to be 

set up as models for the emolution of the large number of patshalas spread over 

the entire countryside.<56l 
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Before the renewal of the Charter of the East India Company in 1853 

another inquiry was made into educational policy in India. The inquiry produced 

two important decisions. One was that in religion the Government was to 

observe a policy of strict neutrality. A Bible might be placed in the library of a 

Government school or college but no attempt was to be made to urge students 

to read it. The other important decision was that universities on western lines 

were to be established in India.^"^ The general tendency was one of non

interference in the field of education lest it might contravene the policy of 

religious neutrality. Traditional learning, as distinct from modern education of 

the western vintage, was even encouraged.^^^' 

The educational Despatch of 1854, described as the "Magna Carta of 

English education in India" that outlined a comprehensive plan for the 

development of educational system in the country. The despatch noted that "the 

time has now arrived for the establishment of universities in India, which may 

encourage, a regular and liberal course of education of conferring academic 

degrees, as evidence of attainments in the different branches of art and science 

and by adding marks of honour for those who may desire to complete for 

honorary distinction.^^^' 

The year 1854 saw the establishment of medical colleges in Bombay, 

Calcutta and Madras. Engineering education also began at this time with an 

Engineering Institution in Bombay affi liated to Elphinestone college.^^^ In 

course of time Thomson Engineering college at Rourkee was established. I t was 

later developed into Rourkee University after independence.^"^ 

The first places chosen for universities were Bombay, Calcutta and Madras. 

They came into existence in 1857. These universities had a Chancellor, who was 

the Governor of the Province, a Vice - Chancellor, who was a real head and a 
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senate. They were not residential universities but only held examinations and 

such income as they had depended on the fee paid for admission to these 

examinations. Colleges scattered over the Provinces were affiliated to each 

university and in these colleges the actual teaching was done.̂ "̂̂ ^ 

The course required by these universities, in which all the teaching was in 

English, entailed first the passing of the matriculation examination then two 

years for the intermediate course and then two years for the course which led to 

the Bachelor of Arts Degree, for the degree of Master of Arts another 

examination after further study was to be passed.^^^' 

The impact of Wood's Despatch in 1854 had come also in Vizagapatam 

District of l^adras Presidency. The government schools which were started after 

the implementation of Wood's Despatch in the district were dealt separately in 

Chapter - I I I under the title "The Government and Private Schools in 

Vizagapatam District". 

Lord Ripon appointed a Commission under the zealous and able Presidency 

of Sir William Hunter^^^ "to enquire into the. manner in which effect had been 

given to the principles of the Despatch of 1854 and to suggest such measures as 

it may think desirable in order to the further carrying out of the policy therein 

laid down"^^^^ to instigate a new education situation. Thus the first Indian 

Education Commission known as Hunter Commission was appointed on February 

3''^, 1882 and it recommended various aspects in education.^^^^ 

According to the report of the Commission, that higher education had 

been more favoured than elementary education and that the Government, 

tending to increase its own institutions, which were more expensive, had 

discouraged private enterprise. The Commission recommended that primary 
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education should in future have an exclusive claim on local educational funds and 

should also have a larger claim on Provincial revenues. School boards were 

brought into being, to control and administer these new resources. In future 

with regard to higher education greater opportunities were to be given to private 

institutions. The Commission also recommended that in all schools and colleges 

arrangements should be made for games, sports and drill and that in 

government institutions, where religious neutrality prevented religious 

instructions being given, moral education should be given as part of the 

curriculum. In practice, however, it was not easy to separate morality from 

religion.^^^' 

In 1901 at the instance of Lord Curzon a University Commission was 

appointed which made suggestions for the improvement of colleges and high 

schools. This produced some good results. The teaching of science was 

introduced as a subject of the curriculum. This began in 1906 at Calcutta but 

soon adopted elsewhere.^^^^ 

There was still much dissatisfaction with the educational system. While 

there was a greater demand than even for higher education it was increasingly 

realised that the best results were not being achieved. Large numbers were 

passing the university examinations, but standards were low. Amongst those 

who had qualified, there was much unemployment and naturally a feeling of 

frustration. ^̂ ^̂  

The resolution on eduational policy of 1904, the Government would give 

an indication of the trend towards democratic primary education "primary 

educafton is the instruction of masses, through the vernacular, in such subject as 

will best stimulate their intelligence and fit them for their position in life".^^°^ 
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Lord Curzon had initiated a new policy of expanding primary education. As 

a result of this, there was considerable development of primary education in the 

country between 1905 and 1912. But yet the official preference for qualitative 

improvement led to the controlled expansion of primary education. On the other 

hand nationalist leaders demanded compulsory primary education and Gaikwar 

of Baroda introduced compulsory education throughout his state in 1906. ^̂ ^̂  

Though Government of India Resolution of 1904 was important one, it 

was confirmed by the Government of India that, "Extension of Primary education 

is one of the important duties of the State". Lord Curzon expressing 

dissatisfaction at the existing condition of the elementary education, took some 

definite steps for qualitative and quantitative improvement of primary education. 

He raised the Government grant considerably and placed Rs. 35 lakhs at the 

disposal of Provincial Government for assisting the local authorities and private 

agencies. He also laid emphasis on the importance of teacher education and 

better instructional programme. As a result, not only the number of schools and 

enrolment increased, but also school buildings, equipment and text books were 

also improved. In brief, the Resolution reiterated the policy of control, utility and 

efficiency for future educational development.^^^^ 

A Minute of Lord Curzon in 1904 had laid down that the extension of 

primary education was one of the most important duties of the state and this 

was followed by some expansion of primary education. In 1910 Gopal Krishna 

Gokhale introduced a bill in the Legislative Council to spread free and compulsory 

education throughout India but this was not passed. When King George V visited 

India in 1912 he expressed in proclamation his desire for the spreading of a 

network of colleges and schools all over the land. This too led to some extension 

of primary education and of recent years there has been a growing desire that 

education should be made possible for all. From time to time attempts to 

introduce compulsory education in selected areas have been made.^"^ 
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G.K. Gokhale, the great advocate of compulsory education made historic 

effort to make Government accept the principles between 1910 and 1913. At 

first he moved a resolution on compulsory primary education in the Imperial 

Legislative Council in 1910, The resolution was, however, withdrawn on an 

assurance of the careful consideration by the Government. In 1911 Gokhale 

again started his war for universal provision of education. The Bill was 

introduced by him and was discussed in 1912 for two days. As the official 

members were in great majority, the bill was put to cold storage.^'"*' 

In 1919 the Government of India in the time of Lord Chelmford appointed 

a Commission under the chairmanship of Sir Michael Sadler, known as "The 

Sadler Commission",^"^ for the purpose of holding an inquiry of a very 

comprehensive and searching character into the problems of university.^^^' 

Reforms since then have largely followed the recommendations of this 

Commission.^^^^ 

Although Gokhale's efforts seem to have all in vain, they led to the 

creation of the Department of education under the Government of India, 

strengthened the movement of mass education and awakened Government to 

their responsibility of providing primary education for the people.^^^^ 

The decade 1927 -37 witnessed a slockening of the pace of expansion 

mainly on account of two causes. The first was the economic depression which 

led to the curtailment or the total abandonment of the most of the schemes of 

expansion. The second cause was the recommendation of the Hartog Committee 

which suggested Government to adopt a policy of consolidation rather than 

expansion.^'^^ 
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The Hartog Committee^ 1929 analysed the situation in detail and put forth 

the following findings relevant to primary education. 

1. There were special difficulties in the path of the progress of primary 

education like poverty, literacy, conservation of the average parents, low 

density of population, existence of backward areas, irregularity of 

attendance, barriers of caste, religion, language etc. 

2. There was a good deal of wastage and stagnation mainly due to absence 

of adequate provision for adult education, unsatisfactory distribution and 

utilisation of existing schools, unsuitable curriculum, ineffctive teaching 

and inadequacy of inspecting staff. 

3. There was hasty expansion and uneconomic growth of primary education 

as a large number of schools wereset up out of over anxiety or over 

enthusiasm without systematic planning and necessary caution. 

The Hartog Committee, therefore, recommended a number of measures 

for consolidation and improvement of primary education.^^' 

Prior to the receipt of the Despatch of 1854 from the Court of Directors, 

female education was not recognised as a branch of state system of 

education.^^^^ Bethune commenced a great work by the successful 

commencement of female education among the children of respectable Hindus. 

He began only twelve months age, and has succeeded in getting up a good 

school at Calcutta.^®^' This school was recognised by the Despatch of 1854.^^^' 

The accommodation provided for high schools was generally sufficent, and 

not deficient as regards either light or ventilation; over crowding, however, was 

not uncommon. The rules for building grants provide that plans and estimates 
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should be submitted with an application before building is begun, conditions had 

not been laid down as to the space to be allowed for each pupil, though in some 

cases the Director called for information on the point when considering 

applications. The proportion given as a grant-in-aid for a building was one-third 

of the total. Rent grants were also upto one-third.^^' 

A furniture grant was made once on condition that grant shall not be 

allowed for any school - benches made without backs. A combined desk and 

bench being introduced.̂ ®^^ Middle schools that were parts of high schools share 

their accommodation. Middle schools proper especially of the class now coming 

in large numbers on the result system, had mostly inferior accommodation and 

furniture, and there were no conditions on these points as to the Issue of a result 

grant.^^^^ 

With regard to the marking of attedance, the result code was precise and 

stringent the following being among the rules laid down.^^''^ Regular registers of 

admissions, attendance and fee collections shall be kept and shall be submitted 

for inspection when demanded.^^^ 

The attendance registers must be marked everytime that the school 

meets. The village or house - name of the pupils must be written in full in all the 

registers, and when there are two pupils of the same name, the father's name 

must be added. No entries are to be made in pencil to be inked over after 

words. There must be no blanks or erasurers. If any error has been made it 

must be corrected by a foot - note. And in every case the register produced 

must be the original register and not a fair copy.̂ ®^̂  

Every register must have the pages numbered before any entries were 

made in it. Any falsification of the registers, any misrepresentation regarding the 

fees and attendance, any deception in the presentation of pupils, and any other 
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fraud or irregularity, shall be similarily reported after the completion of the 

examination and countersigning officer will have the power to withhold the grant 

in such cases and to take any ulterior measures with the occasion ma y appear 

to him/^°> 

The Officers termed "Inspecting School Master" had it as an important part 

of their duty to examine the register on their visits to the schools; and the 

Deputy Inspectors, who examined mostly Primary Schools for result grants, 

checked the registers and sent any suspicious ones to the inspector or report any 

suspicious circumstances/^^^ Some local fund boards adopted the plan of 

printing registers and supplying them to masters at cost price, their use being 

made compulsory. These various provisions tend to secure reliability in the 

registers, but instances came to light occassionally showing that all are not 

trustworthy. In such cases the offending master was made an example by the 

withholding the whole or of a portion of the grant would be otherwise have 

received.^^^^ 

The object of the Book - society was "the preparation, publication and 

cheap or gratuitous supply of works useful in schools and seminaries of learning. 

Publications in Bengali and English constituted the main attention but even 

Sanskrit, Arabic and Persian works received the patronage of the Society. The 

Bengali publications of the Book Society covered a variety of subjects like 

history, geography and astronomy. The publication of cheap class books in the 

above subjects helped eventually in widening the curriculum prevalent in the 

traditional patshalas.*^^' 
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The aims of the Calcutta School Society were three fold. 

1. To help and support the indigenous schools in Calcutta in order to effect 

improvement in them. 

2. To establish some English and Bengali Model schools. 

3. To arrange for higher education of those who would show proficiencies 

in studies in the indigenous as well as in the model schools.^^^ 

There was only one Normal school in the Madras Presidency for the 

training of teachers for secondary schools, namely, the Government Normal 

School, established in 1856. For many years this institution gave a general as 

well as special education; but with great extension of general education it was 

considered desirable to limit its work to the training of teachers and none were 

now admitted as students but those who had passed some university 

examination. On 3 1 ^ march, 1882 the school had 8 graduates, 3 students who 

had passed the first examination in arts, and 18 matriculates of these 29, 16 

were Brahmins, 7 were Sudras and 5 Indian Christians while there was one 

Muslim.^^^^ Masters who proved their efficiency had a prospect of appointment 

as Deputy Inspectors and of admission to graded rank as inspectors of schools 

and professors in colleges.^^' 
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CONCLUSION 

The traditional educational system in India was in a position to cater to the 

needs of a few castes especially for Brahmins and Kshatriyas. In every big 

village a patshala was started. A Guru with his knowledge, trained the pupils at 

his residence. He taught what all he knew and the teaching was unscientific and 

illogical, not in accordance with normal psychology of the children. However, this 

education served the needs of the times. With the arrival of the British, the 

position of education in India was changed. They introduced the western 

education, fixed the syllabi, trained the teachers. They encouraged the primary, 

secondary and higher education in India. I t is due to the introduction of western 

education the people in India started studying the western science and they 

learned the ideas such as democracy, secularism, socialism, liberty, equality and 

fraternity. This was the situation when the missionaries came to Vizagapatam 

and they started schools in various towns and villages. 
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